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[The following article was written by Dr. Jose Luis Rodriguez G., deputy director of the Centro de
Investigacion de la Economia Munidal (CIEM) in Havana. The original Spanish text was translated
to English by LADB.] At the end of 1992, most observers predicted that the Cuban economy
would face even greater difficulties in 1993. At the same time, however, most expected that the
government's emergency economic program begun in September 1990 particularly some of the
strategic economic changes contained in that program would begin to bear fruit this year, offsetting
the economic crisis striking the island. The first five months of the year clearly demonstrated the
influence of both positive and negative economic variables in the economy, which without doubt
is facing its most difficult period in recent history. Even when brushing aside the "catastrophe
scenarios" which frequently predict imminent economic collapse, it is clear that in the first half of
1993 the economy confronted particularly adverse factors, unforeseeable in 1992. Poor weather,
beginning with abnormal rains in January, culminated in the "storm of the century" in March,
which pounded at the economy throughout the country. Conservative estimates place total storm-
related losses at US$1 billion, with particularly serious damages in the agricultural sector, especially
in the sugar cane crop. Another uncontrollable factor which seriously hurt the economy at the
beginning of the year was the Toricelli Law, approved by the US Congress in September 1992 to
tighten the economic blockade against Cuba. In fact, by February 1993, Cuba protested before the
General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT) that the Toricelli Law had directly and indirectly
affected more than US$800 million worth of imports, mostly foodstuffs and medicines. These factors,
coming on top of the accumulated effects of the recession up to 1992, would indicate that in 1993
the economic crisis will probably still not reach bottom. Nevertheless, more than any other year,
the drop in growth levels in 1993 is clearly linked to external factors independent of the domestic
handling of the economy. Moreover, the drop in output will certainly be less dramatic in 1993
than in previous years. As a result, notwithstanding more unforeseeable or abnormal factors,
the economy should reach bottom by year-end 1994. Furthermore, despite the negative variables
already mentioned, other compensatory factors must also be considered to accurately assess
economic performance in 1993. For example, even though the 1992/1993 sugar harvest will only
yield about 4.2 million metric tons of sugar, international prices climbed above US$0.13 per pound
in May, compared to an average of just US$0.091 per pound last year. In fact, in February it was
already expected that the average annual price per pound in 1993 would reach US$0.097. Now, it is
generally accepted that the price will certainly close at US$0.10, and if present tendencies persist,
the annual average price could climb above US$0.11 by year-end. The favorable international
prices for sugar could at least partially compensate for the expected drop in production compared
to 1992, when sugar exports earned between US$1 billion to US$1.1 billion. As for nickel Cuba's
second most important export product after sugar production in 1993 is expected to reach between
45,000 to 50,000 MT, an increase of between 7,500 MT and 12,500 MT compared to 1992. In addition,
estimates place the average annual price this year at more than US$6,200 per MT, about US$400
per MT more than in 1992. As a result, export income from nickel should well surpass nickel
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earnings in 1992. No major variations are expected in most of the remaining traditional exports
such as fish products and tobacco nor among the non-traditional exports compared to 1992. Thus,
income from those goods is expected to be about the same as last year. Nevertheless, income
from tourism seems particularly promising, since the tourist industry has shown hefty growth
in 1993. About 700,000 tourists are expected to visit Cuba by year-end, up from 400,000 in 1992.
And, income from tourism is expected to surpass US$700 million this year, compared to some
US$530 million in tourist-related earnings last year. Given these positive factors, the country's
import capacity is not expected to change much, despite the adverse variables that affected the
economy in the first quarter. Another promising factor is growing interest in Cuba among foreign
investors. Investor enthusiasm was especially demonstrated at various government-sponsored
international conferences this year aimed at promoting joint business ventures on the island.
In April, 73 businessmen from 54 different firms participated in the second annual conference
organized by the British publishing firm Euromoney in London. Another 100 businessmen from
75 firms participated in a similar event that same month in Rome (see Chronicle 04/22/93). Also in
February, 45 foreign companies expressed interest in submitting bids in the government's planned
auction for contracts to explore and exploit 12 new oil fields in Cuba. As a result, the government
expects to sign a significant number of new joint investments this year. As of 1992, the government
already had 80 joint ventures in place, demonstrating that foreign firms generally approve of Cuba's
investment climate, despite the country's economic difficulties and the US's constant anti-Cuban
campaigns. Meanwhile, government programs to improve domestic economic production and
efficiency are showing some gains, as well as setbacks, in 1993. In 1992, production of vegetables
and other foodstuffs reached 1.589 million MT higher than any harvest year prior to 1990. In 1993,
however, adverse weather has had a direct impact on food crops, especially tomatoes and plantains,
both of which had yielded hefty harvests in 1992. Moreover, the lack of fuel and other needed inputs
will delay recovery in the agricultural sector beyond this year. The national energy program, on
the other hand, has shown promising signs. In 1993, the government expects national crude oil
production to grow by 47.3% over 1992, from 882,000 MT to 1.3 million MT. As a result, Cuban
produced petroleum should account for about 40% of all fuel used for thermoelectric generation this
year. In addition, the government is developing an alternative energy program that should reduce
dependence on petroleum. Finally, government efforts to remain flexible enough to adjust economic
policy when necessary to respond to changing conditions should also help economic performance
in the second half of the year, allowing the emergency economic program to move forward. In
conclusion, the recessive tendencies suffered by the Cuban economy since 1990 will continue in
1993, principally due to the impact of adverse climatic conditions and the worsening of international
economic variables, neither of which are related to government economic policy. Nevertheless,
efforts to increase foreign exchange income have shown promising returns, especially in such
sectors as tourism and nickel production, while most other traditional and non-traditional exports
remain stable compared to 1992. And, despite the negative outlook for the sugar harvest, a rise in
international prices will partially compensate for the drop in production. Local food production
is expected to fall this year, but other domestic production strategies have borne fruit, such as the
jump in crude oil output, which has helped sustain energy generation. All told, the Cuban economy
is confronting enormous challenges, making the present situation highly complex. Nevertheless,
as outlined above, enough positive factors exist to remain reasonably optimistic over the country's
ability to confront the crisis, allowing for an improvement in the economy by next year.
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